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Application to Graph Theory	
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Why research isolation number?	



Maximum Matching Problem (with an additional 
constraint)	
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Structure of nxn Matrices With Full Isolation Number	
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In a very recent paper by L. Beasley (Isolation number versus Boolean rank, Linear 
Algebra Appl., (2012) DOI: 10.1016/j.laa.2011.12.013) the problem of determining 
isolation number and analyzing its relationship with the Boolean rank, for example when 
is isolation number different from Boolean rank, was brought to the forefront of 
research. 
Current Research and Further 
Directions	

Analyze the isolation number for special classes of graphs and digraphs: 
• Restricted classes of tournaments 
• Threshold graphs 
• Interval graphs 
• Line graphs 
Analyze the complexity of restricted isolation number problems 
• Bounding the degree 
• Restricting special classes of graphs and digraphs  
